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ABSTRACT
Depletion of stratospheric ozone and climate changes by sustained release of

chemicals containing chlorine and bromine led to the enactment of the Montreal and Kyoto
Protocols. The HFC’s, once thought to be acceptable permanent replacement fluids for
refrigeration and air conditioning are now in the list of regulated substances with their
production levels being capped and gradually being phased out. There is frenzied activity
in the research establishments world-wide to introduce ecologically safe and natural
refrigerants. Substantial quantities of refrigerants also find their way in the automobile air
conditioning systems. The release of these refrigerants into the atmosphere is still highly
unregulated and fraught with uncertainty. CO

2
 has successfully been introduced in

automobile air conditioning systems to ameliorate this problem. Therefore CO
2 
 
 
has been

rediscovered as a viable option. The objectives of this paper are to review critically recent
developments and sate of art technology for adopting CO

2
 in various refrigeration, air

conditioning and heat pump applications. The focus will be on fundamental issues, design
issues, cycle modifications and promising application areas. This review aims to project
CO

2
 as a possible option with some cost effective cycles.

Key Words : CO
2
(R-744), Refrigerants, Air conditioning, Vapour compression refrigeration,

Heat pump
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INTRODUCTION
The refrigeration and air conditioning

industry is in transition. Environmental
concerns with the impact of refrigerant
emissions led to reconsider the selection of
refrigerants containing chlorine and bromine.
HCFC fluids still need to be replaced mostly
involving R-22 in air conditioning and heat pump
applications. The HFC refrigerants that were

once expected to be acceptable permanent
replacement fluids are now on the list of
regulated substances1.The GWP is an index
that relates the potency of greenhouse gas to
the CO

2
 emission over 100 year period as shown

in Table 1.
Due to long atmospheric life, CFCs

migrate to the stratosphere and deplete the
ozone layer. In the stratosphere they are
exposed to powerful ultraviolet rays which
break apart the refrigerant chemicals releasing
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chlorine, because of an important catalytic loss
chain reaction involves.

CCl
2
+UV rays = CClF

2
+Cl

        Cl + O
3 
= ClO+O

2

        ClO + O
3 
= Cl + 2O

2

Because of ODP of Freon, International
Regulations prescribes that CFCs should no
longer be used as refrigerants in industrialized
countries. The Montreal Protocol identified the
main ozone depleting substances and set
specific limits on their production levels in the
future3.

Fig. 1 provides an instructive depiction
of the atmospheric impacts of refrigerants—
both ozone depletion and direct global
warming—that occurs for different equipment

and refrigerants. It also illustrates the inherent
trade-off between these two impacts that exists
for each possible choice: some deplete less
ozone but cause more global warming, and vice
versa. These variations are a function not only
of the refrigerant but also of the performance
of the specific refrigeration equipment2-4.

There is no way to directly compare the
demerits of ozone depletion and global warming
since they are distinct phenomena. Increasing
the chlorine content in refrigerant molecules
generally increases the ODP. Compounds that
contain no chlorine, bromine have ODPs that
are nearly zero; likewise increasing fluorine
count generally increases the GWP. In both
the cases, increasing the hydrogen count tends

 

Refrigerant ODP GWP Building Applications 

Chlorofluorocarbons 

CFC-11 1.0 4,680 Centrifugal Chillers 

CFC-12 1.0 10,720 Refrigerators, Chillers 

CFC-114 0.94 9,800 Centrifugal Chillers 

CFC-500 0.605 7,900 Centrifugal Chillers, humidifiers 

CFC-502 0.221 4,600 Low temperature Refrigeration 

Hydrochlorofluorocarbons 

HCFC-22 0.04 1,780 Air-conditioning, Chillers 

HCFC-123 0.02 76 CFC-11 Replacement 

Hydrofluorocarbons 

HFC-23 <4x10-4 12,240 Ultra low temperature Refrigeration 

HFC-134a <1.5x10-5 1,320 CFC-12 or HCFC-22 Replacement 

HFC-245fa ~10-5 1,020 Insulation agents, Centrifugal chillers 

HFC-404A ~10-5 3,900 Low Temperature Refrigeration 

HFC-407C ~10-5 1,700 HCFC-22 Replacement 

HFC-410A <2x10-5 1,890 Air conditioning 

HFC-507A ~10-5 3,900 Low Temperature Refrigeration 

Natural Refrigerants 

CO2 0 1.0  

NH3 0 0  

Propane 0 3  

Table 1 : Ozone-Depletion and Global-Warming Potential of Refrigerants
(100-yr Values)2
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Fig.1 : Life-Cycle Global Warming and Ozone Depletion for all Refrigerants

to shorten the atmospheric lifetime. Compounds
with very short lives will have low ODPs since
most emission decompose before reaching the
stratosphere. They also will have low GWP
values, since their atmospheric persistence will
be comparatively of short duration.

CFCs generally have very high ODPs
and GWPs. Most HCFCs have low ODP and

GWP. HFCs have ODPs of almost zero, but
GWPs that range from very low to very high.
Relatively few fluoro chemicals have both very
low, or zero, ODP and very low GWP. Among
them are R-123 and R-152a, both of which
have short atmospheric lifetimes of 1.4 and
1.5 years respectively. R-152a is however
flammable4.

The influences of chemical compositions
on behaviour suggest several future refrigerant
candidates. The concern of the industry is
limited to impacts on efficiency. The critical
point and heat capacity are among the most
important parameters driving thermodynamic
performance. A review of current refrigerant
selections for common applications suggest
that increasing the content of

  • Carbon increases the molecule size,
generally increasing the normal boiling
point and molar heat capacities, making
large molecules unsuitable.

  • Nitrogen makes the resulting compound
more reactive, generally increasing
toxicity and decreasing stability.

  • Oxygen reduces the atmospheric stability,
and therefore ODP and GWP, but also
may increase flammability, reactivity, and
toxicity.

  • Sulphur generally increases toxicity and
may decrease stability.

  • Hydrogen generally decreases
atmospheric lifetime, and therefore ODP
and GWP, but also increases flammability
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especially when the number of hydrogen
atoms exceeds the number of connected
halogen atoms.

  • Fluorine attached to carbon increases
the GWP, particularly in per fluorinated
molecules.

  • Chlorine increases lubricant miscibility,
but also the ODP and, generally, the
toxicity.

  • Bromine rapidly increases the ODP but
greatly diminishes flammability, and

  • Total fraction of attached halogen
increases atmospheric lifetime,
particularly per halogenated compounds,
and therefore ODP and GWP4.
The selection of refrigerants for a

particular application is governed by the
performance and practical efficiencies. No
viable refrigerant has at surface that offers
higher efficiencies than R-11 or R-123. But
environmental concerns again force the
researchers to seek alternative refrigerants5.

CO
2
 is an old refrigerant and it is

therefore natural to look back why the use of
CO

2
 as a refrigerant declined? The recent

revival of CO
2 
is due to growing concern for

environment and development of state of art
for CO

2
 technology that overcome/ may find

solution of inferior COP with CO
2
. This paper

describes various properties, cycles,
components and application issues related to
adopt it as a viable, alternative, natural
refrigerant.
Properties of CO

2

The refrigerant properties are important for the
design of the heat pump system and its
components. The properties of CO

2
 are well

known and they are quite different from all the
conventional refrigerants. The critical pressure
and temperature of CO

2
 are 7.38 MPa (73.8

bar) and 31.1 °C, respectively, and it is not
possible to transfer heat to the ambient above
this critical temperature by condensation as in
the conventional vapour compression cycle.
This heat transfer process (gas cooling) above
the critical point results in the transcritical cycle,
i.e. with subcritical low-side and supercritical
high-side pressure (for a single-stage cycle)6.
The thermodynamic and transport properties
of CO

2
 compared to other refrigerants are

discussed in the following sections.

Fig. 2 : Phase Diagram of CO
2
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Thermodynamic Properties
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 present vapour

pressure and slope of the saturation
temperature curve of CO

2
 compared to other

fluids. The vapour pressure of CO
2
 is much

higher than other refrigerants, and its higher
steepness near the critical point gives a smaller
temperature change for a given pressure
change. Thus, the temperature change
associated with pressure drop in the evaporator
will become smaller. For example, at 0°C, the
temperature change of CO

2
 for 1 kPa pressure

drop is about 0.01 K. On the other hand, the
same pressure drop with R-410A and R-134a

give the temperature changes of 0.04 and 0.10
K, respectively, i.e. about 4–10 times higher,
as shown in Fig. 4. The high vapour pressure
and closeness to the critical point result in quite
different characteristics of liquid and vapour
density of CO

2
 compared to other refrigerants.

The high vapour density may have significant
effect on two-phase flow patterns where
differences in phase density determine phase
separation characteristics, and vapour density
influences the flow momentum of the vapour
phase and shear force between vapour and
liquid phase6,7.The density of CO

2
 changes

rapidly with temperature near the critical point,

Fig. 4 : Slope of Saturation Curve dT/dP for Refrigerants6

Fig. 3 : Vapour Pressure for Refrigerants6

 

 

 Slope of Saturation Curve dT/dP for 
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and the density ratio of CO
2
 are much smaller

than other refrigerants. The higher vapour
density gives the high volumetric refrigeration
capacity of CO

2
, which is defined as product

of vapour density and latent heat of
evaporation. The volumetric refrigeration
capacity of CO

2
 increases with temperature,

has a maximum at 22°C, and then decreases
again. By definition it is zero at the critical point
as shown in Fig. 5. Surface tension of the

refrigerants influences nucleate boiling and
two-phase flow characteristics. A small
surface tension reduces the superheat required
for nucleation and growth of vapour bubbles,
which may positively affect heat transfer.
Fig. 6 presents surface tension of saturated
CO

2
 liquid at varying temperatures, compared

to other fluids. The surface tension of the
refrigerants decreases with temperature and
becomes zero at the critical point6.

 

 

Fig.  5 : Volumetric Refrigeration capacity for refrigerants6

Fig. 6 : Surface Tension for Refrigerants6
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Transport Properties
The transport properties of refrigerants play
an important role in heat transfer and pressure
drop characteristics. Fig. 7 shows the transport

 

properties of CO
2
, which are thermal

conductivity and viscosity at subcritical
and supercritical pressures at varying
temperatures.

Fig. 7 : Transport Properties of CO
2
 (a) Thermal Conductivity (b) Viscosity6

Fig.8. Transcritical Cycle in the CO2 Pressure-Enthalpy Diagram 

Transcritical Vapour Compression Cycle
Compared to conventional refrigerants,

the most remarkable property of CO
2
 is the

low critical temperature of 31.1 °C Vapour
compression systems with CO

2
 operating at

normal refrigeration, heat pump and air-
conditioning temperatures will therefore work

close to and even partly above the critical
pressure of 7.38 MPa. Heat rejection will in
most cases take place at supercritical pressure,
causing the pressure levels in the system to be
high, and the cycle to be ‘transcritical’, i.e. with
subcritical low-side and supercritical high-side
pressure (for a single-stage cycle).

Fig. 8 : Transcritical Cycle in the CO
2
 Pressure-Enthalpy Diagram
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Fundamentals of Transcritical Cycle
During operation at high ambient air

temperatures the CO
2
 system will operate in a

transcritical cycle most of the time. Heat
rejection then takes place by cooling the
compressed fluid at supercritical high-side
pressure. The low-side conditions remain
subcritical, however, as shown in Fig. 8. At
supercritical pressure, no saturation condition
exists and the pressure is independent of the
temperature. In conventional subcritical cycles,
the specific enthalpy in point 3 is mainly a
function of temperature, but at supercritical
high-side conditions, the pressure also has a
marked influence on enthalpy. This effect may
be observed as non-vertical or S-shaped
isotherms in the supercritical and near-critical
region. An important consequence of this is
that it is necessary to control the high-side
pressure, since the pressure at the throttling
valve inlet will determine specific refrigeration
capacity. As in conventional systems, the
compressor work and thereby also the COP
will depend on the discharge pressure.
However, while the COP tends to drop with
increasing pressure in conventional cycles, the
behaviour is quite different in a transcritical
cycle8.

As the high-side pressure is increased,
the COP reaches a maximum above which the
added capacity no longer fully compensates for
the additional work of compression.
Differentiation of cooling COP = (h

1
-h

3
)/(h

2
-

h
1
)  with respect to the high-side pressure gives

maximum COP for  defined by
Inokuty9.

Methods of High Pressure Control
The high-side pressure in a CO

2
 system

may be either subcritical or supercritical. In
case of subcritical operation, the system will
behave as conventional systems, with high-
side pressure determined by condensing

temperature. In case of supercritical operation,
however, the pressure in the high side is
determined by the relationship between
refrigerant charge (mass), inside volume and
temperature. Refrigerant properties can be
described by an equation of state in the
following form :

As a result, there are three
fundamentally different ways of controlling
pressure10 :

• Varying the refrigerant charge (m)  in
the high side of the circuit,

• Varying the inside volume (V) of the
high-side, and

• Allowing the refrigerant temperature (T)
to control the pressure.
While the first two options give

possibilities for active pressure control, the last
method is actually a passive scheme where the
refrigerant charge/volume conditions are
adapted to give the desired change in pressure
when temperature varies. Thus, in case of
leakage, the temperature/ pressure relation will
change when using a passive scheme and this
may give loss of capacity and COP.

Even though high-side conditions are
supercritical a large part of the time, the circuit
and control system must also be designed for
subcritical (condensing) high-side conditions as
well, since this type of operation will be
encountered when heat rejection temperatures
are moderate or low.

Thermodynamic Losses
Assuming given evaporating tempera-

ture and given minimum heat rejection
temperature, the transcritical cycle suffers
from larger thermodynamic losses than an
‘ordinary’ Evans–Perkins cycle with
condensation, Fig. 9. Owing to the higher
average temperature of heat rejection, and the
larger throttling loss, the theoretical cycle work
for CO

2
 increases compared to a conventional

refrigerant as R-134a as indicated. The
throttling loss in a refrigerating cycle is given
by temperatures before and after the throttling
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Fig.9. Comparison of Thermodynamic Cycles for R S Diagram showing 
Additional Thermodynamic Losses for the CO  Cycle when assuming equal evaporating temperature 
and equal minimum heat rejection temperature.

device, and by refrigerant properties. With
temperatures given, the refrigerant properties
become essential. Given the high liquid specific
heat and low evaporation enthalpy of CO

2
 near

the critical point, the loss in refrigeration
capacity (and the equal increase in compressor
power) becomes large.

In reality though, as discussed in
subsequent sections, the minimum heat
rejection temperature will be lower in the CO

2

cycle when heat sink inlet temperature and heat
exchanger size is given. In addition, the
evaporating temperature tends to be higher for
a given duty, heat source temperature, and heat
exchanger size. Finally, the compressor losses,
which are not shown in Fig. 9, tend to be lower
in CO

2
 machines.

Heating Capacity and COP  Characteristics
In heat pump operation, the CO

2
 system

obtains a maximum COP at a certain high-side
pressure, as explained above. By raising the

pressure above this level, the heating capacity
may be increased or maintained as the
evaporating temperature is reduced. Despite
the reduced COP, the overall efficiency of
heating may then be increased in bivalent
systems due to reduced supplementary heat.
Another peculiarity of the CO

2
 cycle is the

smaller influence on heating capacity and COP
by varying evaporating temperature, which
enables the CO

2
 system to maintain a high

heating capacity at low ambient temperature11.
Similar tendencies can also be observed for
cooling capacity and cooling COP.

Even at the optimum pressure (opt), the
CO

2
 heat pump output is decreased less than

with the other refrigerants as the evaporating
temperature is reduced. At -15°C, the capacity
ratio CO

2
/fluorocarbon is about 1.5, and the

relative reduction in COP is smaller with CO
2

than with the other fluids. By raising the high-
side pressure, a further increase in heat pump
capacity can be obtained. The actual operation

Fig. 9 : Comparison of Thermodynamic Cycles for R-134a and CO
2
 in T-S Diagram showing Additional

Thermodynamic Losses for the CO
2
 Cycle when assuming equal evaporating temperature and equal

minimum heat rejection temperature
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with capacity-boosting will depend on factors
like maximum pressure, maximum motor load,
and compressor discharge temperature
limitations.
Analysis of Transcritical System Energy
efficiency

Comparisons of energy efficiency and/
or TEWI (total equivalent warming impact)
between baseline systems and CO

2
 systems

have to account for two important factors: The
effect of climate, i.e. a seasonal data for
comparisons of energy consumption, and a
system approach, including the effects of
supplementary heat and secondary power
requirements for fans or pumps.

Most refrigeration, air-conditioning and
heat pump systems are operated in a varying
climate. Comparisons based on design point
operation apply to conditions that rarely occur—
typically at an extreme ambient temperature.
In order to obtain a realistic comparison of
annual or seasonal energy consumption, realistic
climatic data should be applied, e.g. temperature
occurrence data. Even though the COP of the
CO

2
 system may be somewhat lower at an

extreme ambient temperature, the seasonal
energy consumption may be reduced compared
to a baseline system using conventional
refrigerants.

Differences in heating capacity
characteristics between CO

2
 and conventional

refrigerants have to be taken into account in
the comparison of CO

2
 to baseline systems,

since differences in supplementary heating
requirements may significantly affect the
system energy efficiency. In this respect, the
system energy efficiency is calculated as
heating system COP, i.e. the ratio of heat pump
heat output plus supplementary heat, to heat
pump energy use plus supplementary heat input.
By reducing the need for supplementary heat
the system COP of a CO

2
 heat pump may often

be higher than the baseline. The reason is that
the baseline system does not maintain its heating
capacity at lower heat source temperature, and
more supplementary heat is needed.

In general, CO
2
 systems may offer more

possibilities for efficient and useful heat
recovery, since higher temperatures can be
provided. In comparisons between different
systems, this factor should be taken into account
through studies on overall energy requirements
for cooling and heating.

Differences in fan and pump power
requirements should also be considered,
particularly since air-side pressure drops and
air flow rates are likely to be different, thus
giving differences in fan power. In a
comparison with heat pumping systems using
secondary fluid circuits, the pumping power
should not be overlooked, particularly if a direct-
evaporation CO

2
 system may offer the same

environmental and personal safety.
Modified Cycles

There are several reasons for modifying
the basic single-stage transcritical cycle,
including improvement of energy efficiency,
increase of capacity for given system and
component size, and adaptation of the heat
rejection temperature profile to given
requirements, e.g. in a heating system. In
principle, a large number of possible
modifications are possible, including staging of
compression and expansion, splitting of flows,
use of internal heat exchange, and work-
generating expansion instead of throttling.
Lorentzen12 outlined several advanced heat
pump cycles and circuits for CO

2
, including

two-stage cycles, cycles with internal
‘subcooling’ and cycles with expander. In order
to reduce the throttling loss and to adapt the
heat rejection temperature profile, cycles with
two or more compression/throttling stages,
internal heat transfer, subcooling, and expansion
work recovery can be applied. The economic
viability of the transcritical cycle is enhanced
by making use of the high-temperature heat
rejected, for example, for domestic hot water
in stationary applications and for reheating/
defogging in mobile applications. Theoretically
the same options are available in subcritical
systems, but the relatively small amount of
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recoverable high-temperature heat has meant
that it is usually wasted. The potential payoff
is generally greater in CO

2
 systems. Therefore,

in transcritical heat pumps many more options
exist for reversing flow between heating and
cooling modes and for meeting simultaneous
loads. Placement of the reversing valves is
further complicated by the existence of the
internal heat exchanger, where decisions must
be made about preferences for counter vs.
parallel flow in heating mode.
Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow

Most studies on heat transfer and
pressure drop in CO

2
 system have focused on

supercritical cooled flow, and flow vaporization,
in micro channel tubes and in larger-diameter
tubes. The term ‘micro channel’ is used for
flow channels with hydraulic diameter less than
1 mm.

Olson13 measured heat transfer for
cooled supercritical CO

2
 flow in a 10.9 mm ID

(inner diameter) tube. Comparisons were made
between the test data and correlations of
Gnielinski14 and a Krasnoshchekov and
Protopopov15 model developed for supercritical
fluids. Olson13 found that the Gnielinski model
under predicted the measured coefficients, and
more so when using wall-based property data
than bulk-based. The special supercritical model
worked well as long as the temperature was
above the pseudo critical temperature, but gave
large scattering and over prediction at lower
temperatures.

Pitla et al.16 concluded that for fully
developed flow the supercritical-pressure heat
transfer coefficient of CO

2
 increases gradually

as the flow is cooled, until a peak is reached at
the pseudo critical state (maximum isobaric
specific heat).
Flow Vaporization Heat Transfer

Sun and Groll17 conducted flow
vaporization experiments for pure CO

2
 on a

horizontal 4.6 mm ID (inner diameter) stainless
steel tube. Test data were recorded at CO

2

mass flux between 500 and 1670 kg/m2-s, heat

flux 10–50 kW/m2 and vapor fraction 0–0.95.
Evaporating temperatures were maintained
between -2 and +10 oC.

In general, the heat transfer coefficient
dropped at increasing x: A more or less abrupt
drop in heat transfer above a vapor fraction of
0.4–0.6 was observed.  The heat transfer was
not influenced much by varying mass flux at
low vapor fractions, while heat flux variation
had significant influence.
Issues Related to High Operating Pressure

Pressures in CO
2
 systems are typically

5-10 times higher than with conventional
refrigerants, and this gives several effects that
influence the design of components and their
performance, in particular regarding
compression and compressor design, and heat
transfer and heat exchanger design. In addition,
high pressure may create perceived safety
problems unless the underlying issues are taken
into consideration properly.
High Pressure Compression

The compressor for the transcritical CO
2

cycle requires thicker walls to contain the high
operating pressure, but since the volumetric
capacity of the fluid is large, the compressor
itself will actually be smaller than refrigeration
compressors for the same capacity using
conventional refrigerants18. With appropriate
design it has been shown that leakage losses
and piston blow-by may reduce to zero19.

High Pressure Heat Transfer
Tolerable pressure drops in heat

exchangers become higher as the pressure
level increases, and this gives a possibility of
improving heat transfer through higher flow
velocities in high-pressure systems. This is of
particular importance for single-phase heat
transfer in the gas cooler of CO

2
 systems. High

pressure and proximity to the critical point gives
increased specific heat, again leading to
improved convective heat transfer. Evaporator
pressure drop leads to reduced temperature
differences due to the corresponding drop in
saturation temperature. Pettersen11 showed
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how the relation between pressure drop and
temperature loss in evaporators. Owing to the
higher pressures, optimum compact heat
exchanger designs for CO

2
 generally tend to

use small-diameter flow channels. Peterson20

showed some compact heat exchangers
concept for CO

2
 air conditioning systems

having internal tube diameter of 2 mm.
Compactness of equipment

Low-side refrigerant line diameters
(inner diameter) are typically reduced by
60-70% compared to HFC systems, due to the
higher vapor density and flow velocity high-
side piping dimensions will also be reduced.
Due to small diameter the pressure capability
will be sufficient and compressor and heat
exchanger size and weight reductions seem
possible due to the reduced refrigerant-side
volumes and cross-sections.
High Pressure Safety Issue

Factors discussed by Pettersen et al.21

in relation to CO
2
 were

• Flammability. CO
2
 is non-inflammable.

Thus, flammability is not an issue.
• Inhalation safety. Although CO

2
 is

usually regarded as non-toxic, there are
physiological effects from breathing air
with a CO

2
-concentration above a few

percent. (2-3% concentration by
volume).
The assessment of hazards resulting

from accidental leakage of CO
2
 into occupied

space should consider factors like
• rate of CO

2
 outflow at decreasing

system pressure,
• formation of dry ice inside system at

0.52 MPa system pressure,
• amount of CO

2
 dissolved in lubricant,

• room/cabin ventilation rate, and
• stratification (CO

2
 is heavier than air).

Frost burn is probably not a problem with
CO

2
 since the triple point is at 0.52 MPa.

Explosion or Rupture
High pressure is not a safety issue in

itself because the component will be designed
for this.

Component Design Issue

Compressors
The vapour pressure of CO

2
 is higher

than conventional refrigerants and the
transcritical CO

2
 cycle operates at much higher

pressures than the conventional vapor
compression systems. Higher pressure gives
special requirements regarding the design of
suitable components, especially compressors
for the CO

2
 systems. Compressor technology

for the CO
2 
 transcritical systems has reached

an advanced level after years of development.
Fagerli22 evaluated the possibilities for
transcritical compression of CO

2
 in small

hermetic reciprocating compressors. Measured
isentropic efficiencies for the CO

2
 compressor

were 9-15% lower than the R-22 machine,
while volumetric efficiency was less than 5%
lower. Neksa° et al.23 developed a series of
semi-hermetic reciprocating CO

2
 compressors

in the range of 1.7-10.7 m3/h swept volume.
The isentropic and volumetric efficiencies were
relatively good. The European company Dorin
developed the first high pressure semi-hermetic
CO

2
 compressor series in the range of

1.7-10.7 m3/h swept volume24.
Heat Exchangers

Heat exchangers for mobile and unitary
equipment are designed with a finned air-side
surface and usually have more than 700 m2

surface area per m3 core volume. This ratio is
the loosely defined limit for a compact heat
exchanger. The heat exchangers may be
mechanically expanded flat-fin/round-tube
units or brazed aluminium cores as shown in
Fig 10. The high working pressure and
favorable heat transfer properties of CO

2

enable reduced tube diameters and small
refrigerant-side surface areas. Pettersen et
al.20 reported micro channel heat exchangers
(gas cooler and evaporator) could be used for
CO

2
 air-conditioning systems.

Lubricants
A variety of lubricants can be used for

CO
2
 applications. Heide and Fahl25 studied the
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miscibility in CO
2
 of several candidate

lubricants for transcritical systems, including
alkyl benzene (AB), alkyl naphthalene (AN),
polyalkylene glycol (PAG), polyolester (POE),
and polymer ester (PME). The POE lubricants
showed good miscibility. PME and aromatic
ester derivates have a good potential for
applications with high temperatures26.
Valves and Controls

Jain et al.27 has developed components
for CO

2
 air conditioning systems, including

electronic expansion valves, accumulators,
hoses, o-rings and fittings. In addition, Obrist
Engineering in Austria is offering valves,
controls and other components for prototyping
purposes.
Application Areas

Recent research on transcritical CO
2

systems has investigated a variety of possible

applications. Some of the noted applications
are as follows :
Automotive Air Conditioning

For several reasons, mobile air
conditioning applications were among the first
to be considered for application of the
transcritical CO

2
 cycle. The most obvious was

the high leakage rate of R-12 and R-134a. In
automobiles, the chief thermodynamic
disadvantage of CO

2
 is its high temperature

of heat rejection makes it possible to design
an ultra-compact gas cooler, which increases
energy efficiency indirectly by enabling more
aerodynamically streamlined vehicle design. J
Steven Brown (2002) evaluates the
performance merits of CO

2 
automotive air

conditioning system and compared it with
R-134a automobile air conditioning system.
His analysis shows that R-134a has better COP

Fig. 10 : A Prototype Micro Channel CO
2
 Gas Cooler for a Car Air Conditioning System. [76] :

(a) Geometry of Heat exchanger  (b) Cross Section of Header Pipe
(c) Flat Microchannel tube Channel Tube

 Gas Cooler for a Car Air Conditioning System. 
ss Section of Header Pipe (c) Flat 
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than that of CO
2
, which is due to large entropy

generation in gas cooler. So if entropy
generation in gas cooler is minimized, one can
have efficient eco friendly automotive air
conditioning system. The consistent results from
studies made by BMW, Audi and Daimler:

• Higher performance in cool down mode
for R-744 than for R-134a.

• Lower compartment temperature and
faster temperature fall with R-744.

• Reduced fuel consumption for R-744
system.

Heat pumps and Water Heaters
The first application of CO

2
 systems on

the market is heat pump water heaters, where
the thermodynamic properties are very
favourable. The temperature characteristics of
the transcritical cycle matches the temperature
profiles of the heat source and heat sink, giving
small heat transfer losses and high efficiency.
COP above 4 was achievable even for a hot
water temperature of 60 oC. The high process
efficiency is partly due to good adaptation of
the process to the application, but also due to
efficient compression and the good heat
transfer characteristics for CO

2
. A CO

2
 heat

pump water heater may produce hot water with
temperatures up to 90 oC without operational
problems and with only a small loss in
efficiency. Important application areas for
commercial-size systems are in hotels,
apartment houses, hospitals, and food
industries.
Automotive Heat Pumps

Modern cars with efficient fuel-injection
engines often have insufficient waste heat for
heating of the passenger compartment in the
winter season. The long heating-up period and
slow defroster action is unacceptable both in
terms of safety and comfort. Supplementary
heating is therefore necessary, and one
attractive solution may be to operate the air
conditioning system as a heat pump. CO

2

systems have special benefits in heat pump

mode, since high capacity and COP can be
achieved also at low ambient temperature and
with high air supply temperature to the
passenger compartment.
Heat Pump Dryers

Based on theoretical considerations,
Steimle28 reported that energy saving is possible
due to better temperature adaptation in the heat
exchangers, compared to subcritical processes.
It is also possible to achieve higher air
temperatures without loss in efficiency, thus
increasing the moisture extraction rate.
Transport Refrigeration

Research interest in CO
2
 has also been

renewed in the area of transport refrigeration
for two reasons. The first relates to the
relatively high density and capacity of CO

2
 at

low temperatures, compared to alternatives
such as hydrocarbons or ammonia; the advent
of lightweight compact microchannel heat
exchangers presents new opportunities for
system optimization. Second, the worldwide
availability of CO

2
 and freedom from HFC-

related regulatory uncertainties fits well with
the global nature of the transport refrigeration
industry. Preliminary test results on a prototype
CO

2
 system for truck refrigeration gave COP

data that matched equally sized systems using
R-502 and R-50729. Jakobsen and Neksa30

conducted more detailed simulations including
the effects of capacity control and varying
compressor efficiency at varying compression
ratio. The results showed very similar COP
values in freezing mode for CO

2
 and R-134a

over the full range of ambient temperature. In
cooling mode, the excess capacity was much
greater with R-134a than with CO

2
 due to

differences in refrigerant properties. When the
influence on COP by suction throttling or
cylinder unloading was included, the estimated
COP in freezing mode became slightly (3-10%)
higher for the CO

2
 system than for the R-134a

system. One problem with CO
2
 may be very

high compressor discharge temperature for
freezing operation at high ambient temperature.
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Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial refrigeration systems for

shops, supermarkets, larger kitchens, etc. have
large refrigerant emissions, and the energy use
is in many cases high. Thus, there is a need
for efficient, safe and environmentally friendly
refrigeration systems. New concepts based on
CO

2 
have been demonstrated for centralized

systems using CO
2
 as a secondary heat

transfer fluid or in a low-temperature cascade
stage. The CO

2
 system was found to reduce

the total energy consumption for refrigeration
and heating by 32% compared to the R-22
system. Each CO

2
 unit can also be equipped

with a condensing unit in order to reject heat
directly to the shopping area when space
heating is required. In the warm season with a
heat surplus, the waste heat recovery circuit
removes the heat. This concept reduces the
power demand for the refrigeration units to the
same level as for the baseline R-22 system,
and the resulting overall energy consumption
of the supermarket will then be further reduced.

CONCLUSION
The state of the art for the transcritical

CO
2
 cycle technology in various refrigeration,

air-conditioning and heat pump applications was
critically reviewed. The key conclusions are :
1. After the Montreal and Kyoto Protocols

situation began to change dramatically
over the last decade. Chlorofluorocarbon
refrigerants were phased out, and the
prospect of global warming signalled
higher energy costs and controls on
fluorocarbon refrigerants.

2. Refrigerants will be chosen in the future
for their environmental safety and
compatibility with various cycle-improving
component designs, rather than their
simple-cycle ideal efficiency.

3. Re-emergence of the natural refrigerant
CO

2
, its thermodynamic and transport

properties, basic CO
2
 transcritical cycles

and some options of cycle modifications
(advanced cycles), heat transfer and

pressure drop characteristics in CO
2

systems, and issues and design
characteristics related to high operating
pressure were critically reviewed.

4. The re-emergence of the ‘old refrigerant’
CO

2
 provides a historical context for

making several important observations
about the path of technological innovation
in air conditioning and refrigeration
systems and components.  It also explored
component design issues and possible
applications, and some barriers to be
overcome before commercialization.

5. The prospects for CO
2
 and its transcritical

cycle are still uncertain, mainly because
of the many simultaneous component and
system innovations required, e.g. to handle
the high pressures, and to develop micro
channel evaporators that tolerate frost and
condensate while distributing refrigerant
uniformly. The greatest obstacle it faces
is its high temperature of heat rejection,
which explains why its first commercial
opportunities are occurring in water
heating, and in space heating applications
where high delivery temperatures are
required. Its inherent advantage negligible
global warming impact has focused most
of the early research on automotive air
conditioning applications where direct
refrigerant leakage has been a significant
contributor to global warming.
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